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a b s t r a c t

CO affects H2 activation on supported Pt in the catalyst layers of a PEMFC and significantly degrades
overall fuel cell performance. This paper establishes a more fundamental understanding of the effect
of humidity on CO poisoning of Pt/C at typical fuel cell conditions (80 ◦C, 2 atm). In this work, direct
measurements of hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C were performed utilizing an H2–D2 switch
with Ar purge (HDSAP). The presence of water vapor decreased the rate of CO adsorption on Pt, but had
very little effect on the resulting CO surface coverage on PtS (�CO) at steady-state. The steady-state �COs

◦

uel cells (PEMFCs)
O poisoning
ater vapor

umidity
arbon supported Pt
2 activation

at 80 C for Pt exposed to H2 (PH2 = 1 atm) and a mixture of H2/H2O (1 atm H2, 10%RH) were 0.70 and
0.66 ML, respectively. Furthermore, total strongly bound surface hydrogen measured after exposure to
H2/H2O was, surprisingly, the sum of the exchangeable surface hydrogen contributed by each component,
even in the presence of CO. In the absence of any evidence for strong chemisorption of H2O on the carbon
support with/without Pt, this additive nature and seemingly lack of interaction from the co-adsorption
of H2 and H2O on Pt may be explained by the repulsion of strongly adsorbed H2O to the stepped-terrace

es of s
interface at high coverag

. Introduction

Recently, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have
ttracted a lot of attention because of their superior features com-
ared to other energy conversion technologies, such as their high
nergy density, easy start-up, low operating temperature, transient
bility, and zero pollution emissions [1–4]. It is believed that PEM-
Cs will be utilized in the future as a main source of power for
ortable, transportation, and stationary applications [5]. However,
he cost of materials, loss of performance, and durability due to the
resence of impurities in the fuel and oxygen streams are currently
ajor barriers for the successful commercialization of PEMFCs.
Generally, a PEMFC utilizes a H2 fuel stream produced by

eforming of hydrocarbons [6] and purification by conventional
ethods (i.e., selective or preferential oxidation (PROX), membrane

eparation, pressure swing adsorption (PSA), etc.) [5,7,8] to obtain
high purity H2 fuel containing only trace amounts of impurities

i.e., CO, CO2, NH3, SO2, etc.). Of the impurities present, ppm levels

f CO have been found to be one of the most detrimental impurities
n degrading the electrochemical performance of the Pt catalyst in
EMFCs [9–11]. The impurity has been shown to severely affect the
ydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode via competitive

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 864 656 6614; fax: +1 864 656 0784.
E-mail address: jgoodwi@clemson.edu (J.G. Goodwin Jr.).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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urface hydrogen.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

adsorption with H2 on Pt sites, thereby inhibiting the process of H2
dissociation and limiting the electrode kinetics of the cell [6,12–14].
It has been reported that operating fuel cells at high humidity,
temperature, and anode potential [12,14,15] help to increase CO
tolerance due to higher oxidation rates of CO by OHads.

During the past few decades, numerous experiments have been
performed to determine and understand the effect of CO on over-
all fuel cell performance at various conditions [6,9,14,16]. Many
experiments (both in situ and ex situ) and mathematical simu-
lations have been published. The methods have been helpful in
isolating the effect of operating parameters on individual compo-
nents of PEMFCs [17,18]. However, all techniques have limitations
and extraneous variables which may affect the interpretation of
the results. For instance, electrochemical techniques (i.e., polar-
ization curve, current interruption, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, CO stripping voltammetry, etc.)
typically are performed in an acidic solution [15,19,20], operate at
much lower current density than operational fuel cells, and require
very rapid acquisition of the transient data [17,21]. Surface science
techniques (e.g., X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning tun-
neling microscopy, low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy, etc.)

require ex situ investigations at non-ideal conditions (i.e., ultra
high vacuum or relatively low pressures) [22–25]. These conditions
are much too far removed from typical fuel cell environments and
may cause complications in data interpretation by extrapolation.
To date, limited studies have examined the effect of impurities on

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.03.048
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jgoodwi@clemson.edu
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he activation of H2 on Pt-based catalysts at conditions related to
ctual fuel cell environments.

In this study, H2–D2 exchange and a simple H2–D2 switch with
n Ar purge in between (HDSAP) technique was employed to quan-
itatively investigate the effect of CO on H2 dissociation and on the
ydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C catalysts in the presence of
ater vapor. The HDSAP methodology, developed in our previous
ork [11], has proven to be a powerful approach for the time-on-

tream (TOS) measurements of hydrogen surface concentrations
n Pt in the absence of humidity. This convenient non-destructive
pproach has many benefits over other conventional performance
ests, for example, simple material preparation, low cost, and time
fficiency. It provides valuable information (hydrogen surface con-
entration on Pt catalysts) which could be reasonably used to
redict performance of a partially poisoned-fuel cell. The knowl-
dge of the effect of water vapor (humidity) and CO on the amount
f hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C obtained in this work provides fun-
amental insight for future investigations of the effect of humidity
nd CO on Nafion-Pt/C in the catalyst layer of the fuel cell.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

A commercial fuel cell catalyst from BASF {Pt supported on car-
on (Vulcan XC-72, Cabot International)}with a nominal loading of
20 wt% Pt was used as received. Research-grade gases were pur-

hased from National Specialty Gases and Scott Specialty Gases. All
haracterizations and experiments were performed on the reduced
atalyst.

.2. Catalyst characterization

Prior to the analysis of total BET surface area, pore volume,
nd pore size, catalyst samples were degassed in a vacuum at
× 10−3 mmHg and 110 ◦C for 4 h. The measurements of N2 adsorp-

ion isotherms at −196 ◦C were performed using a Micromeritics
SAP 2020 apparatus. BET surface area is that for the whole catalyst

ncluding the Pt and the C support.
Static H2 and CO chemisorption measurements were carried out

t both 35 ◦C and 80 ◦C using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 automated
ystem. Catalyst samples were first reduced with H2 at 80 ◦C for 3 h
nd then evacuated at 10−5 mmHg and 80 ◦C for another 3 h prior
o the analysis. Preliminary temperature program reduction (TPR)
esults showed that Pt catalysts were completely reduced under
hese conditions and time periods [11]. Higher reduction temper-
tures were not used since the conditions used to pretreat fuel cell
atalysts must stay <120 ◦C because of the presence of Nafion on
ctual catalysts. After adjusting to the specified analysis tempera-
ure (35 ◦C or 80 ◦C), the H2 and CO uptake isotherms were obtained
y varying the partial pressure from 50 to 450 mmHg in increments
f 50 mmHg. The metal dispersion of Pt/C was determined using
he total chemisorption isotherms and assuming H:PtS and CO:PtS
toichiometries of 1:1.

Elemental analyses (Pt) of samples were performed by Galbraith
aboratory (Knoxville, TN, USA).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was con-
ucted using a STEM-Hitachi HD2000 to investigate the average

t particle size. Samples were sonically dispersed in iso-propanol
Fisher Scientific), after which a small aliquot of the suspension
as deposited on a standard copper grid (200 mesh copper For-
var/Carbon) and allowed to dry in air at ambient temperature

vernight prior to the analysis.
urces 196 (2011) 6186–6195 6187

2.3. Nomenclature

In order to provide a shorthand designation for the various treat-
ment and adsorption conditions to which the catalyst was exposed,
the following designations are used throughout this paper.

Designation Treatment
/ TOS = 0 h. The nomenclatures given before and after “/”

were treatment or adsorption conditions prior to and after
TOS = 0 h, respectively

w in the presence of 10%RH; PH2O = 0.023 atm
C 30 ppm CO
H H2; PH2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 1 atm
D D2; PD2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 1 atm
hd H2 and D2; PH2 = 0.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm balanced with

PAr = 1 atm
Hw H2 and H2O; PH2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 0.977 atm and

PH2O = 0.023 atm
hdw H2, D2, and H2O; PH2 = 0.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm balanced

with PAr = 0.977 atm and PH2O = 0.023 atm
A Ar; PAr = 2 atm
ad Ar and D2; PAr = 1.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm
Aw Ar and H2O; PAr = 1.977 atm balanced with

PH2O = 0.023 atm
adw Ar, D2, and H2O; PAr = 1.477 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm

balanced with PH2O = 0.023 atm

The total pressure and temperature in the reactor were always
kept at 2 atm and 80 ◦C, respectively. Ar was used as an inert gas
balance to maintain a total flow rate of 100 sccm and total pressure
of 2 atm. The treatment and experimental conditions for each set of
results are given in the legend of each figure. For clarification pur-
poses, the nomenclature, for example, “Hw/HwC”, means that the
Pt/C catalyst, after reduction, was equilibrated in a 100 sccm stream
with PH2 = 1 atm, PAr = 0.977 atm, and PH2O = 0.023 atm (equal to
10%RH) overnight at 80 ◦C prior to the first (TOS = 0 h) hydrogen
surface concentration measurement via HDSAP. The catalyst was
then subsequently exposed to 30 ppm CO in the presence of 1 atm
PH2 with 10%RH for further TOS measurements of hydrogen sur-
face concentration. While most of the experiments involving water
vapor were performed in the presence of both H2 and water, in
order to isolate the amount of surface hydrogen attributed to the
water, a few of the experiments investigated the hydrogen sur-
face concentration on Pt/C in the absence of H2. The nomenclature,
for example, “Aw/AwC”, means that the Pt/C catalyst, after reduc-
tion, was equilibrated in a 100 sccm gas stream with PAr = 1.977 atm
and PH2O = 0.023 atm (10%RH) overnight at 80 ◦C before the first
(TOS = 0 h) hydrogen surface concentration of Pt/C was measured
with subsequent exposure to 30 ppm CO at 10%RH Ar (in the
absence of H2).

2.4. Measurements of hydrogen surface concentration from both
H2 and H2O

Pt catalysts (∼100 mg) were loaded between quartz wool
(ChemGlass, Inc.) in a 10 mm quartz tubular reactor with a ther-
mocouple close to the catalyst bed. Prior to the experiments, the
catalyst was reduced in a mixture of hydrogen [H] at 80 ◦C and 2 atm
for 3 h, known to be sufficient for total reduction of the Pt [11]. In
this study, the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C was inves-
tigated by a H2–D2 switch with an Ar purge in between (HDSAP)
technique and the gas composition of the effluent was monitored
on-line via mass spectrometry (MS) (Pfeiffer Vacuum). The proce-
dures and validation of this technique have been described in more
detail elsewhere [11].
A well-mixed humidified stream was obtained in a heated flash
chamber (maintained at 100 ◦C) with an inner diameter of 3.75 cm,
length of 10 cm, and filled with 10 mm glass beads (to decrease
the dead space and to obtain better mixing and heat transfer). Pre-
heated deionized liquid water, along with a dry gas mixture of
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where [H ] and [D ] vs. [H ] and [D ] were the MS
ig. 1. Typical MS signals during the measurement of hydrogen surface concentra-
ions on Pt/C [Hw/HwC] exposed to a mixture of H2, water vapor, and CO.

2 and Ar, was injected into the flash chamber, in which the liq-
id water was quickly evaporated and the humidified stream was
llowed to mix thoroughly via turbulence before entering the reac-
or. The relative humidity (RH) or partial pressure of water was
ontrolled by the flow rate of deionized water into the flash cham-
er via a syringe pump (Genie pump, Kent Scientific Corporation).
ll experiments involving water vapor were performed at 10%RH,
atm, and 80 ◦C; the water was fed at 1.45 �L/min−1 for the gas
ow rates used.

The TOS hydrogen surface concentration measurements were
nitiated by first exposing the catalyst to a humidified mixture of

2, Ar, and CO (if a poisoning study) for 30 min. After the initial
xposure phase, the catalyst was then purged with 50 sccm of Ar
A] at 80 ◦C for 1 h to remove as much of the gas phase H2 and
eakly adsorbed hydrogen on the Pt surface as possible. The time
eriod for the Ar purge in this study was fixed at 1 h due to evidence
uggesting that, for these conditions and this system, the specified
urge time yielded a nearly full coverage of hydrogen adsorption
n surface Pt in the presence of H2O (see Section 3.2). If the Ar purge
ime was too short, the measured surface hydrogen would include
eakly held and spillover hydrogen in addition to that adsorbed on

he Pt surface, resulting in overestimation of hydrogen coverage.
n the other hand, too long of an Ar purge time would result in an
nderestimation of surface hydrogen due to loss of some strongly
ound hydrogen from the Pt surface. During the Ar purge, the liquid
I water flow was also stopped to prevent any additional source of
ydrogen other than that adsorbed on the surface. At the end of the
urge phase, a 100 sccm mixture of D2 [D] was introduced to the
atalyst. Theoretically, the total hydrogen surface concentration on
t/C should be obtained from all hydrogen species (H2, HD, H2O,
nd HDO) desorbed from the Pt surface. The hydrogen surface con-
entration on Pt/C obtained by the HDSAP technique represents the
mount of adsorbed hydrogen that can be exchanged with (or dis-
laced by) D2. However, it was found that after the 1 h Ar purge, the
S signal intensities for the H2O and HDO peaks were insignificant

ompared to those for H2 and HD, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Conse-
uently, the very small amounts of H2O and HDO desorbed from
t/C catalysts were disregarded and the total amount of hydrogen
dsorbed on Pt/C was calculated as follows:

urface H[(�mol H)g−1)] = NHD + 2NH2 (1)

WC

here NHD and NH2 are number of �mol of HD and H2 desorbed
rom the surface of Pt/C, respectively, after the switch to D2, and

C is the weight of the Pt/C catalyst.
urces 196 (2011) 6186–6195

2.5. Measurements of hydrogen surface concentration from only
H2O

In order to have an environment as similar as possible to normal
PEMFC conditions, most experiments were conducted in the pres-
ence of both H2 and H2O, which made it unfeasible to distinguish
directly the portion of the total hydrogen surface concentration
measured by the HDSAP technique originating from either H2 or
H2O. Thus, several experiments in the absence of H2 were per-
formed to specifically determine the amount of hydrogen surface
concentration attributable to water. After the 3 h reduction at 80 ◦C
in a mixture of H2/Ar [H] and prior to the introduction of water
vapor to the catalyst, the catalyst was exposed to a flow of 100 sccm
of Ar [A] while the temperature was increased from 80 ◦C to 250 ◦C
(10 ◦C min−1) and held at 250 ◦C for 1.5 h. This was done to remove
as much of the adsorbed hydrogen as possible from the Pt surface
before the introduction of water so that any surface hydrogen mea-
sured from HDSAP would be primarily from the water and not the
adsorbed hydrogen from the pretreatment process. After holding
at 250 ◦C for 1.5 h, the catalyst was cooled to 80 ◦C at 8 ◦C min−1,
and held at 80 ◦C for 15 min before the introduction to gas mix-
tures without H2 {[Aw] or [AwC]}. The catalyst was exposed to
one of these specified gas mixtures for over 20 h with TOS HDSAP
measurements at various intervals. The hydrogen surface concen-
tration originating from dissociated water was determined from
the amount of HD and H2 that desorbed from Pt/C [Eq. (1)].

2.6. MS calibration for hydrogen surface concentration
measurements

For calibration purposes of the MS, the isotopic exchange reac-
tions H2–D2–H2O and D2–H2O were carried out on Pt/C at 80 ◦C
and 2 atm with a total flow of 100 sccm during HDSAP measure-
ments. All possible exchange reactions and their heats of reaction
and equilibrium constants calculated based on the thermodynamic
data given in Ref. [26] are as follows:

H2 + D2 ↔ 2HD; �RHO
298 = −0.70 kcal mol−1, K353 = 3.39 (2)

H2O + D2 ↔ HDO + HD; �RHO
298 = −0.144 kcal mol−1, K353 = 9.25 (3)

HDO + D2 ↔ D2O + HD; �RHO
298 = −0.69 kcal mol−1, K353 = 2.56 (4)

HDO + H2 ↔ H2O + HD; �RHO
298 = −0.74 kcal mol−1, K353 = 0.37 (5)

HDO + HD ↔ H2O + D2; �RHO
298 = −1.44 kcal mol−1, K353 = 0.11 (6)

HDO + HD ↔ D2O + H2; �RHO
298 = −0.01 kcal mol−1, K353 = 0.75 (7)

The H2–D2–H2O and H2O–D2 exchange reactions were initiated
by introducing 100 sccm mixtures of [hd], [hdw], [hdC], or [hdwC]
and of [ad], [adw], [adC], or [adwC] to the catalyst, respectively.
During the exchange reactions, the sum of the partial pressures of
H2 and D2 was always kept at 1 atm to maintain a similar partial
pressure of H2 as in the anode feed stream of a typical PEMFC. The
real time MS signal was collected until steady. MS signals for the
gas composition in the absence of the catalyst were obtained by
switching the flow to bypass the catalyst bed. The conversions of
H2 and D2 were calculated as follows:

H2 conversion = [H2]no cat. − [H2]cat.

[H2]no cat.
(8)

D2 conbersion = [Dno cat.] − [D2]cat.

[D2]no cat.
(9)
2 cat. 2 cat. 2 no cat. 2 no cat.

signals of H2 and D2 when the gas mixture passed through and
by-passed the catalyst bed, respectively.

After the conversions of the exchange reactions were obtained,
a pulse calibration of H2 and HD was obtained by switching the
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Table 1
BET characteristics of the Pt catalyst and carbon support.

Material BET surface areaa

(m2 g−1)
Pore size diametera

(nm)
Pore volumea

(cm3 g−1)

Carbon support (XC-72) 225 16.4 0.63
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Pt/C (17.5 wt% Ptb) 170

a Experimental error = ±3%.
b From Pt elemental analysis; experimental error = ±5%.

eaction feed stream back to the catalyst where the flow of reaction
ffluent was directed through a 6-port valve equipped with a 2 mL
ample loop and eventually to vent. A mixture of 100 sccm D2 and
r [D] acted as the carrier gas such that, upon switching the 6-port
alve from “Load” to “Inject”, the reaction effluent in the sample
oop was flushed to the MS, resulting in a pulse of H2 and HD. Two
eaks for H2 and HD were observed and the calibrations of their
reas were obtained based on the H2 and D2 conversions calculated
reviously [Eqs. (8) and (9)]. The mixture of D2 and Ar [D] was used
s the carrier gas to mimic the conditions during the D2 switch
f HDSAP for the hydrogen surface concentration measurements
Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

It was found that in the absence of water vapor, the H2 and D2
onversions of Eq. (2) were always at equilibrium and both equal
o ca. 45% before and after exposure to 30 ppm CO at 80 ◦C. In the
resence of water vapor (PH2O = 0.023 atm, 10%RH), on the other
and, the conversions of H2 and D2 were ca. 40% and 50%, respec-
ively, due to the contribution from H2O for all CO exposure times,

ost likely still at equilibrium. This was expected due to the large
mount of Pt/C catalyst used for HDSAP measurements (ca. 100 mg).

.7. Measurements of the amount of water adsorbed on the Pt
atalyst and carbon support at steady-state by temperature
rogrammed desorption (TPD)

Samples (ca. 100 mg) were pretreated in a mixture of humidified
2 and Ar [Hw] overnight. Prior to the start of TPD measurements,

he flow of the pretreatment gas mixture was stopped and the reac-
or was purged with 30 sccm Ar at 80 ◦C for 25 min. The temperature
as then ramped at a rate of 10 ◦C min−1 from 80 ◦C to 400 ◦C while

he composition of the gas effluent was analyzed online by MS.

. Results

.1. Characterization

Table 1 shows the physical properties of the Pt/C catalyst and
he carbon support used in this study. The addition of Pt appeared

o slightly decrease the BET surface area, pore volume, and pore size
f the catalyst as would be expected due to the high loading of Pt.
able 2 summarizes the hydrogen and CO chemisorption results for
he Pt/C catalyst. It can be observed that the amount of hydrogen
dsorbed at 35 ◦C was slightly less than that of 80 ◦C due most likely

able 2
hemisorption results.

Chemisorption Adsorption
temperature (◦C)

Total H atoms o
CO chemisorbe
(�mol g−1)

H2 35 316
H2 80 361
CO 35 292
CO 80 297

a Determined by extrapolating the isotherm for total H/CO chemisorption in the line
hemisorbed is given as �mol of H atoms per g catalyst.

b Pt % dispersion obtained by assuming H:PtS = 1 or CO/PtS = 1.
c Average Pt particle sizes calculated from (1.08 × 100)/DPt [46].
15.9 0.44

to an increased amount of spillover of the chemisorbed hydrogen
onto the carbon support at the higher temperature. However, the
amounts of CO adsorbed on Pt/C at 35 ◦C and 80 ◦C were similar
and equal within experimental error to the hydrogen uptake at
35 ◦C. Images from TEM have shown that Pt was well-dispersed on
the carbon support with an average Pt particle size of 2.6 ± 0.4 nm
(data not shown here), comparable to the average Pt particle size
predicted by hydrogen or CO chemisorption (see Table 2). It is
important to note that the procedure used to measure hydrogen
surface concentration from only H2O (temperature ramp from 80 ◦C
to 250 ◦C at 10 ◦C min−1 and holding at 250 ◦C for 1.5 h) should have
had a only a minor effect on the average Pt particle size. This is
because an experiment exposing the Pt/C catalyst to 350 ◦C for 2 h
in H2 resulted in an average particle size ca. 0.9 nm larger, but that
was still within experimental error and similar to that predicted
from static chemisorption results.

3.2. Justification of using a 60 min Ar purge time for the HDSAP
measurements

It is known that the kinetics of the H2–D2 exchange reaction on
Pt-based catalysts is very fast [27]. Because the aim of this study was
to determine the amount of strongly bound hydrogen associated
with surface Pt, especially in the presence of CO, it was necessary
to purge gas-phase H2 and weakly adsorbed hydrogen to the degree
possible to leave only the strongly adsorbed hydrogen on Pt prior
to the D2 switch (related to the number of Pt surface atoms avail-
able for H2 activation). A switch to a flow of gas-phase D2 from
a flow of gas-phase H2 without or with too short of a purge time
(with an inert gas such as Ar) would result in an overestimation
of the amount of hydrogen chemisorbed on the Pt surface due to
the inclusion of weakly held and spillover hydrogen [11], as men-
tioned in Section 2.4. However, too long of a purge time would
result in an underestimation due to the removal of strongly bound
hydrogen. An optimum purge time is hence necessary for accu-
rate measurement of the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C.
With this use of an Ar purge in between the H2 and D2 flows, the
amount of strongly adsorbed hydrogen can be determined from the

amounts of both HD and H2 formed after the switch to D2 [Eq. (1)].

Fig. 2 shows the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C mea-
sured by HDSAP for varying Ar purge times. Prior to these HDSAP
measurements, Pt/C catalysts were treated at 80 ◦C overnight (to
ensure complete hydrogen coverage) with 100 sccm of gas mix-

r
da

DPt (%)b Avg. Pt particle
sizec (nm)

35 3.1
40 2.7
33 3.3
33 3.3

ar region at high pressure to zero pressure; experimental error = ±6%. Hydrogen
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equilibrated at 80 C in a humidified mixture of H [Hw] were also
ig. 2. Effect of an Ar purge time on strongly bound hydrogen surface concentration
n Pt/C measured by HDSAP after exposure to H2 or H2 with 10%RH at 80 ◦C.

ures containing H2 [H] and [Hw], for experiments performed at
%RH and 10%RH, respectively. Since HDSAP analysis is a non-
estructive technique, all data points were consecutively collected
sing the same catalyst sample. After the measurement of a data
oint for a particular Ar purge time was completed, the catalyst
as re-exposed again to the same original gas mixture at 80 ◦C

vernight before the next HDSAP measurement for a different Ar
urge time was carried out. Results were identical regardless of
hether a single or multiple measurements were done so long as

he Ar purge time was the same.
In Fig. 2, the hydrogen surface concentrations on Pt/C equili-

rated with a mixture of [H] and [Hw] decreased with an increase
n Ar purge time and started to level off for purge times >60 min. It
an be seen that the difference in hydrogen surface concentrations
n Pt/C at 0%RH and 10%RH appears to be constant after a 60 min Ar
urge, suggesting that the addition of 10%RH caused an increase in
he hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C of ca. 211 �mol H g−1.
n addition, for the adsorption of only H2 [H], the surface concen-
ration of adsorbed hydrogen determined after the 60 min Ar purge
as ca. 321 �mol H g−1, approximately the amount of hydrogen
etermined by static H2 chemisorption. These results suggest that
n Ar purge time of 1 h is just long enough to remove most of the
eakly held and spillover hydrogen (preventing overestimation)

ut not too long such that much of the strongly bound surface
ydrogen is lost (preventing underestimation). Thus, all hydrogen
urface concentration results presented in this study were obtained
sing an Ar purge time of 1 h.

.3. Use of sequential HDSAP measurements

Although HDSAP is not a destructive technique, the interrup-
ion of an exposure to water vapor, hydrogen, and/or 30 ppm CO
o Pt/C catalysts to make a HDSAP measurement could possibly
nfluence the degree of CO poisoning and change the surface cov-
rage of CO and adsorbed hydrogen species on the Pt surface for
ubsequent TOS HDSAP measurements. Therefore, for comparison
urposes and to assess any such effect, two experiments for TOS
ydrogen surface concentration measurements were carried out:

Sequential CO and humidity exposure study: one Pt/C catalyst sam-
ple was used for multiple TOS HDSAP measurements where the

flow of H2, H2O, and/or CO was interrupted with an Ar purge
[A] followed by the switch to D2 [D] for each measurement. For
example, after the HDSAP measurement at TOS = 3 h, where the
Pt/C catalyst was exposed to H2, H2O, and/or CO for 3 h, the same
Fig. 3. Variation of strongly bound hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C with TOS
at various conditions and 80 ◦C in the absence of CO.

catalyst sample was further exposed to another 3 h of the mixture
for the HDSAP measurement at TOS = 6 h.

• Non-sequential CO and humidity exposure study: different sam-
ples of Pt/C catalysts were used for each TOS measurement. For
example, after the HDSAP measurement at TOS = 3 h, a new Pt/C
sample is reduced and exposed to H2, H2O, and/or CO for 6 h for
the HDSAP measurement at TOS = 6 h.

It was found that the hydrogen surface concentration for the
first experiment (sequential) at TOS = 6 h [329 �mol H g−1] was
equal within experimental error to that for the latter study (non-
sequential) [341 �mol H g−1], both for a total TOS = 6 h. The results
show that sequential HDSAP measurements with TOS did not sig-
nificantly affect the concentration of hydrogen, water, or CO on
the catalyst surface so long as the TOS exposure to a particular gas
mixture was identical. Therefore, use of a single catalyst sample for
complete TOS studies was valid.

3.4. Effect of water vapor on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on
Pt/C in the absence of CO

Fig. 3 illustrates the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C at
80 ◦C as a function of time-on-stream (TOS) exposure to H2 and/or
water vapor in the absence of CO. It shows that the steady-state,
strongly bound hydrogen surface concentration of the Pt/C catalyst
treated with H2 [H/H] was ca. 321 �mol H g−1, which is within the
range of values obtained by static chemisorption (Table 2). Expo-
sure of the catalyst to a mixture of both H2 and water vapor [H/Hw]
(10%RH) resulted in an increase in the amount of exchangeable
strongly bound hydrogen by ca. 221 �mol H g−1. Surprisingly, the
amount of exchangeable hydrogen from water, in the absence of
H2 [A/Aw] was the same, within experimental error, as the increase
from the addition of water to H2. [A/Aw] refers to the experiments
where hydrogen surface concentration were measured after expo-
sure only to water vapor (see Section 2.5).

3.5. Water uptake measurements for the carbon support and the
Pt catalyst by TPD

The water uptakes of the carbon support and the Pt/C catalyst
◦

2
studied. It was found from TPD analysis that the total (strongly
and weakly held) amounts of water adsorption on the carbon sup-
port and the Pt/C catalyst were 918 and 875 �mol H2O g carbon−1,
respectively. The results imply that the addition of Pt does not cause
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ig. 4. Effect of water vapor (10%RH) on Pt/C poisoning by 30 ppm CO at 80 ◦C.

n increase in water spillover to the support. The total amount of
ater sorption (weak and strong) on the Pt/C catalyst was equiv-

lent to ca. 3% of the pore volume or ca. 0.15 ML surface coverage
f the support, assuming the density of water is 1 g cm−3 and the
hickness of water monolayer on the catalyst is its critical diameter
0.5 nm), respectively.

.6. Effect of pre-exposure to water vapor on the amount of
ydrogen adsorbed in the presence of CO

Fig. 4 shows the effect of water adsorption (at 10%RH) on the
ydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C in the presence of 30 ppm
O. [H/HwC] refers to the co-fed experiments, where the Pt/C cat-
lyst were pre-equilibrated with a mixture containing 1 atm PH2 in
he absence of humidity at 80 ◦C overnight before the catalyst was
ntroduced to both water vapor and CO (30 ppm) in the presence
f H2 with the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C measured
ith TOS. [Hw/HwC] denotes the water-pre-exposure experiment,
here the catalyst was pre-exposed to a 10%RH hydrogen mixture

t 80 ◦C overnight prior to the exposure to CO in H2 with 10%RH. In
ig. 4, a lower value of the initial hydrogen surface concentration

s observed for the [H/HwC] experiment because the catalyst had
ot been exposed to water for TOS < 0 h. Thus, initially there was an

ncrease in hydrogen surface concentration due to the presence of
ater vapor after TOS = 0. However, the profiles of hydrogen sur-

ace concentration after exposure to CO for these two experiments

Fig. 5. Effect of CO exposure on the amount of strongly bound hydrogen adsorb
Fig. 6. CO poisoning and regeneration of Pt/C in the presence/absence of H2 and
water vapor (10%RH) at 80 ◦C. (Filled symbols and unfilled symbols represent the
hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C exposed to 30 and 0 ppm CO, respectively.)

became identical after an introduction period of several hours, indi-
cating that pre-exposure of Pt/C to water vapor does not appear to
have an effect on the resulting kinetics of CO adsorption (poisoning)
in presence of water vapor.

3.7. Effect of CO poisoning and its reversibility on hydrogen
surface concentration in the presence/absence of H2 and water
vapor

Fig. 5 presents the effect of CO poisoning on the amount of
hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C at 0%RH or 10%RH and 80 ◦C. It shows
that the hydrogen surface concentrations of strongly bound hydro-
gen on Pt/C catalysts not exposed to CO {[H/H], [Aw/Aw], and
[Hw/Hw]} remained constant over 20 h but decreased with TOS
exposure to 30 ppm of CO {[H/HC], [Aw/AwC], and [Hw/HwC]}. This
decrease in the amount of hydrogen surface concentration mea-
sured due to H2 or H2O adsorption, in the presence of CO, was
almost certainly caused by the blocking of Pt surface sites by CO.

Fig. 6 illustrates the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt during
CO exposure and regeneration under various conditions at 80 ◦C.

The designation used in this section was slightly modified. The
nomenclatures given before, between, and after “/” correspond
to treatment conditions prior to TOS = 0 h, CO exposure condi-
tions after TOS = 0 h, and regeneration conditions after TOS = 33 h,

ed on Pt/C at 80 ◦C in the presence (10%RH) and absence of water vapor.
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espectively. After the steady-state CO poisoning was obtained
TOS = 33 h), CO flow was stopped and regeneration was initiated
y flowing a gas mixture of H2, water vapor, and/or Ar {[H], [Hw],
nd [Aw]} through the catalyst bed. In Fig. 6, the filled and unfilled
ymbols illustrate the hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C dur-
ng 30 ppm CO exposure (TOS = 0–33 h) and regeneration phase
TOS = 33–97 h), respectively. These results show that the presence
f CO significantly affected the amount of exchangeable strongly
ound hydrogen on Pt/C regardless of whether the adsorbing gas
onsists of H2 + H2O, H2, or just H2O. The pseudo steady-state
ydrogen surface concentrations measured on Pt/C after CO expo-
ure in the presence of only H2 (no H2O, squares) and only H2O (no
2, stars) were ca. 96 �mol H g−1 and 131 �mol H g−1, respectively.
he pseudo steady-state hydrogen surface concentration measured
n Pt/C after CO exposure in the presence of both H2 and H2O
circles) was ca. 239 �mol H g−1, which is the same, within exper-
mental error, as the summation of the amount of exchangeable
ydrogen contributed from H2 and H2O adsorption individually
nd again exhibits the perfectly additive nature of the exchange-
ble hydrogen from the two species, even in the presence of CO.
lso, it can be seen in Fig. 6 that the kinetics of CO adsorption

reflected in the rate of decrease of the hydrogen surface concen-
ration) at 10%RH in the presence/absence of H2 appeared to be
lower than that at 0%RH. Regeneration of the catalysts was ini-
iated by stopping the flow of CO, which ultimately resulted in an
ncrease in the amount of hydrogen surface concentration observed
or all conditions. The steady-state hydrogen surface concentration
f the catalyst regenerated in a flow of H2 at 0%RH [H/HC/H] was
a. 136 �mol H g−1, which is in agreement with results obtained
reviously [11]. Regeneration of CO-poisoned Pt/C catalyst in a
ow of H2 at 10%RH [Hw/HwC/Hw] resulted in a hydrogen surface
oncentration of ca. 345 �mol H g−1 at steady-state. It is clear that
egeneration of the CO-poisoned catalysts in the presence of H2 at
% or 10%RH {[H/HC/H] and [Hw/HwC/Hw]} for long periods of time
64 h) yields incomplete recovery of the strongly bound hydrogen
ptake capacity and hydrogen surface concentration. In the absence
f H2 [Aw/AwC/Aw] on the other hand, complete recovery in the
trongly bound hydrogen surface concentration (due to H2O) on
t/C was observed after regeneration at 80 ◦C for 44 h. The combi-
ation of [H/HC/H] and [Aw/AwC/Aw] shown in Fig. 6 (triangles)
ill be discussed in Section 4.2.

. Discussion

.1. The change in the total hydrogen surface concentration on
t/C after exposure to water vapor (10%RH) in the absence of CO

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the total amount of strongly bound
ydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C exposed to [H/Hw] at
teady-state was ca. 221 �mol H g−1 higher than in the absence of
ny water vapor [H/H], which appeared to be essentially identi-
al to the amount of strongly bound hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C
223 �mol H g−1) after exposure to only water at 10%RH [A/Aw]
n the absence of H2. This direct increase in hydrogen surface
oncentration, attributed most likely to the (strong) adsorption
f H2O, appears to imply that, in the absence of any impurities,
he adsorption of H2 and H2O on the Pt/C catalyst results in a
otal hydrogen surface concentration that is the summation of the
mount of exchangeable strongly bound hydrogen contributed by
ach species. In other words, the adsorption of H2 and H2O on the

t/C catalyst would appear, at first glance, to take place on differ-
nt sites such that the presence of H2O does not have an effect on
he chemisorption of H2. While these results may seem surprising,
he lack of effect from the adsorption of H2O on H2 chemisorption
as been well documented in the literature [28–31]. Furthermore,
urces 196 (2011) 6186–6195

the idea of heterogeneous sites on Pt surface for the adsorption
of H2 and H2O has been proposed by Iida and Tamaru [30], who
found that the activity of the exchange reaction between H2O and
D2 on supported Pt was similar regardless of whether the support is
hydrophobic or hydrophilic. This suggests that the exchange reac-
tion proceeds entirely on the Pt surface with the support having a
negligible effect on the exchange activity.

The additional hydrogen surface concentration on Pt after expo-
sure to [Hw] {221 �mol H g−1}, observed in this study, was most
likely due to the isotopic exchange of H2O and D2 on surface Pt
during the switch to D2 for HDSAP measurements. This is because
it has been reported that the complete exchange reaction between
H2O and D2 on surface Pt can take place rapidly even at 100 K [32],
and water dissociation on a Pt surface is not thermodynamically
favorable [14,33] under the conditions of this study. Moreover, as
mentioned previously, during the D2 switch in HDSAP measure-
ments, the MS signal intensities for the H2O and HDO peaks were
found to be minor compared to those for H2 and HD. This observa-
tion implies that under these conditions (PD2 = 1 atm, PAr = 1 atm,
80 ◦C), Pt–HDO and Pt–H2O were still remaining on the catalyst
surface after the isotopic exchange reaction. In order to prove this
assumption, D2 TPD measurement were performed after the switch
to D2. At the end of HDSAP measurements, flow was switched to
30 sccm 5% D2 in Ar mixture and allowed to stabilize. Then, the tem-
perature was ramped at rate of 10 ◦C min−1 from 80 ◦C to 400 ◦C. It
was found that the MS signal intensity for HDO started to increase
at 90 ◦C, reaching a maximum at 200 ◦C, and the intensity for H2O
decreased corresponding to the increase in the intensity of HDO
(data not shown here). The HDSAP and TPD results suggest that
Pt–HDO and Pt–H2O exist on the catalyst under the conditions stud-
ied (80 ◦C) and the measured hydrogen surface concentration is
derived from hydrogen adsorbed on Pt and/or Pt–H2O.

4.2. Hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C after CO exposure
and after regeneration

The CO surface coverage on Pt (�CO) obtained from the hydrogen
surface concentration was calculated by Eq. (10):

�CO = (surface H)0%RH,No CO − (surface H)SS,30 ppm CO,Adj. for %RH

(surface H)0%RH,No CO
(10)

Because it is more meaningful to calculate the coverage of CO on the
Pt surface atoms (surface H)0%RH,No CO denotes the hydrogen surface
concentration measured on Pt/C in the absence of any H2O or CO
such that the amount of exchangeable hydrogen is equal to the
amount of available surface Pt (assuming H:PtS is 1:1). Similarly,
due to the overestimation in the amount of available Pt surface
atoms (based on static H2 chemisorption in the absence of H2O and
on TEM results) caused by the additional exchangeable hydrogen
from H2O, any meaningful calculation of CO surface coverage must
adjust for that extra hydrogen surface concentration. Hence, due to
the additive nature of hydrogen surface concentration from H2 and
H2O (surface H)SS,30ppm CO,Adj.for %RH denotes the hydrogen surface
concentration of Pt/C at steady-state in the presence of 30 ppm CO
that has been adjusted (reduced) for the extra surface hydrogen
contributed by the H2O.

The steady-state CO surface coverage of Pt subjected to a dry
hydrogen stream [H/HC] (see Fig. 6) was calculated to be ca.
0.70 monolayer (ML), which is consistent with the maximum CO

surface coverage of Pt in the presence of even low concentra-
tions of H2 (<9.87 × 10−6 atm) reported in surface science studies
(0.5–0.79 ML) [22,25,34,35]. The pseudo-equilibrium �CO on Pt/C
exposed to a humidified hydrogen mixture [Hw/HwC] was cal-
culated to be ca. 0.66 ML, after taking the additional amount of
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xchangeable hydrogen from H2O into account. Considering the
ow activity of Pt for the dissociation of H2O at the experimental
onditions employed, this similarity in CO surface coverage on Pt
urface in the absence and presence of water vapor suggests that
he water has little or no effect on the poisoning behavior of CO on
t, at least for Pt/C. However, if a secondary metal was added to
he catalyst that could dissociatively adsorb H2O and oxidize CO to
O2, the presence of H2O vapor would be beneficial in diminishing
he poisoning effect of CO on Pt.

Based on the strongly bound hydrogen surface concentrations
etermined for Pt/C individually exposed to a stream containing
2 and H2O with 30 ppm of CO, a comparison between the experi-
ental and the estimated values of the amounts of strongly bound

ydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C during exposure to 30 ppm CO, H2, and
2O can be made. If we assume that the effects of CO and H2O
re additive, the estimated values {combination of [H/HC/H] and
Aw/AwC/Aw]} can be obtained by adding the amounts of hydro-
en adsorbed on Pt/C exposed to a stream containing H2 and CO
H/HC/H] with those exposed to a stream containing H2O and CO
Aw/AwC/Aw]. It can be observed in Fig. 6 that these effects do seem
o be additive in terms of steady-state amounts (compare circle
ata with triangle data). However, the profile for the actual experi-
ental results [Hw/HwC/Hw] decreased with a slower rate during

xposure to CO and increased with a faster rate during regeneration
han the combined (i.e., summed) values during the CO-poisoning
hase (TOS = 0–33 h) and the regeneration phase (TOS = 33–97 h),
espectively. The steady-state surface coverages of CO on Pt, after
egeneration in a H2 stream vs. a mixture of both H2/H2O, were
ound to be ca. 0.56 and 0.54 ML, respectively, after taking into
ccount the extra hydrogen surface concentration due to adsorbed
ater. While the estimated total (weak and strong) coverage of
ater on the entire catalyst surface was relatively low (0.15 ML),

he majority of the water was most likely in the pore structures of
he carbon support due to pore condensation. Given this and the
act that most of the Pt particles were also in these pore structures,
t can be speculated that the slower rate of CO poisoning in the
resence of water may be attributed to the water acting as a bar-
ier, through which the CO must diffuse in order to adsorb on the
t surface sites. Although competitive adsorption of water with CO
ould also be argued as a cause for the slower rate of CO poisoning,
he fact that the steady-state surface coverages of CO on Pt were
he same in the presence and absence of water vapor suggests that
he slower rate of diffusion of CO, through the water condensed in
he pores of the carbon support, to be the more likely case. Dur-
ng regeneration, it is possible that the co-adsorption of water on
t weakened the strength of Pt–CO bonding, resulting in a slightly
aster CO desorption rate. These results also suggest that, even in
he presence/absence of CO, the effects of H2 and H2O on the hydro-
en uptake capacity of Pt/C at steady state are additive and the sites
or H and H2O adsorption could be somehow different. There are
wo possible explanations for this phenomenon: (1) H2 adsorption
n Pt sites and H2O adsorption (strong and weak) on the carbon
upport, or (2) H2 and H2O adsorption (strong) on two different
ypes of Pt sites and H2O sorption (weak) on the carbon support.

The first hypothesis is not likely. In addition to what was found
y Iida and Tamaru [30], results from static CO chemisorption
how that the uptake of CO by the carbon support is negli-
ible (∼0 �mol CO g−1), suggesting that CO selectively adsorbed
n/poisoned only Pt. Therefore, the decrease in the hydrogen (from
2O) surface concentration on Pt after exposure to CO in a humid-

fied stream in the absence of H2 [Aw/AwC/Aw] (see Figs. 5 and 6)

nvalidates the first hypothesis.

While it is known that hydrogen can dissociatively adsorb on
oth flat and stepped Pt surfaces, a molecular beam study of the
2–D2 exchange reaction on Pt(1 1 1) and Pt(3 3 2) crystal surfaces

36] has found that, in the absence of water vapor and CO, the rate
urces 196 (2011) 6186–6195 6193

of H2–D2 exchange on the corner/edge terraces of the Pt surface
is ca. 7 times higher than that on the planar surfaces. Given that
the rate-limiting step of the H2–D2 exchange reaction is the dis-
sociative adsorption of molecular hydrogen [37], the above results
suggest the preferential adsorption of hydrogen on stepped Pt sites.
Additionally, results from TPD experiments of hydrogen desorption
from Pt(5 3 3) and calculation of the dissociative sticking probabil-
ity for hydrogen on the (1 1 1) and (1 0 0) terraces of the Pt(5 3 3)
crystal indicate that direct dissociation of molecular hydrogen takes
place preferentially on step sites [38]. However, this does not mean
that H2 cannot adsorb on the planar surfaces of Pt, and, of course,
rapid surface diffusion of H atoms would ensure that all Pt surface
atoms would be rapidly covered, as evident from static chemisorp-
tion results. The adsorption of H2O on Pt, on the other hand, has
also been shown via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) on an
imperfect Pt(1 1 1) crystal surface [39] and TPD of adsorbed H2O on
a Pt(5 3 3) single crystal surface [40] to also preferentially adsorb
on stepped sites. In fact, the above TPD results suggest a stabi-
lization of the water monolayer by the stepped sites [40]. This is
important because if the above surface science and static hydro-
gen chemisorption results are true, then there exists no evidence
suggesting that the strong adsorption of H2 and H2O occurs on dif-
ferent types of Pt sites, thus, invalidating the second hypothesis.
The problem, however, is that, in addition to the additive nature
observed from the hydrogen surface concentration measurements,
results from DFT calculations by Olsen et al. [41] also suggest that
the presence of H2 does not appear to block adsorption sites for
H2O. So if the H2 and H2O can both adsorb on all available Pt sur-
face sites, how does one explain the seemingly lack of interaction
between the two species? A plausible solution to this question may
lie not with the adsorption (strong) of the individual species, but
with their interaction on the Pt surface.

TPD and reflective absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS)
results on the interaction of water and deuterium on this
stepped Pt(5 3 3) crystal surface indicate that deuterium destabi-
lizes adsorbed water via an electronic effect [42]. At high enough
coverages of deuterium, this causes the surface to be hydropho-
bic. Prior to the adsorption of deuterium, adsorption of water was
observed on both the (1 1 1) terraces and (1 0 0) steps of the Pt(5 3 3)
surface. As deuterium was introduced, the adsorption of deuterium
atoms at the step edges began to disrupt the stability of water on the
steps. As the concentration of adsorbed deuterium increased, the
stepped sites became saturated and deuterium started to adsorb
on the terrace sites. Increasing deuterium surface concentration
on the terraces appeared to induce hydrophobicity to the surface
and, at low coverages of water, the water molecules were repelled
toward the steps to form so-called amorphous solid water (ASW)
structures at the (1 0 0) step and (1 1 1) terrace interface on Pt(5 3 3)
[42]. While exchange between adsorbed deuterium and H2O could
occur on both terraces and steps, this shift in concentration of water
molecules to the step-terrace interfacial sites on the hydropho-
bic, deuterium-saturated Pt(5 3 3) crystal surface also appeared to
shift the D2–H2O exchange process toward the stepped sites. This
induction of a hydrophobic surface by the adsorbed deuterium
may explain the additive nature observed in the present study for
the strongly bound hydrogen surface concentrations and the lack
of interaction observed between the two species (H2 and H2O).
Adsorption of CO on the stepped sites, on the other hand, has been
shown to be able to sterically block water adsorption [40], thus
decreasing the hydrogen surface concentration. However, while
water does not appear to have much of an equilibrium effect on the

adsorption/poisoning of Pt by CO, its presence apparently helps in
the faster desorption of CO during regeneration of the poisoned Pt/C
catalyst, probably due to electronic interactions between adsorbed
(strong) H2O and CO. The weakly bound H2O on the carbon support
should not contribute in any way to the extra hydrogen surface
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oncentration observed or its additive nature since it would be
emoved during the purge part of the HDSAP measurement.

It is important to note that this study used higher ppm levels
f CO than expected in an operating fuel cell to create a greater
ffect of the impurity that would be more easily investigated. The
egree of CO poisoning (e.g., kinetics, steady-state �CO) observed

n this study should be more severe than in a real fuel cell because
f (a) the high CO impurity level used (30 ppm) and (b) the fact
hat, during fuel cell operation, the anode potential enhances CO
lectro-oxidation and helps clean the Pt surface during fuel cell
peration [14]. It is unlikely that oxidative removal of COads by
Hads occurs during HDSAP measurements because CO oxidation

s not thermodynamically favorable [14,43,44] at the low poten-
ial (in the absence of an electric current) conditions extant in this
tudy. The slower kinetics of CO poisoning and faster kinetics of
O desorption on the hydrogen uptake capacity in the presence of
ater vapor observed in this study suggest that higher CO toler-

nce would be expected for PEMFCs operating at higher relative
umidity.

The disagreement between the results in the literature due to
he limitation of electrochemical techniques has also been dis-
ussed. Although only partial recovery was found in this study (see
ig. 6), under electrochemical conditions, complete recovery in per-
ormance of CO-poisoned PEMFCs has been reported after the fuel
ell was operated in a neat H2 for a short period of time (5–30 min)
9,14,21,45]. The difference in the results can be attributed to two
hings: (1) electrochemical oxidation of some CO and (2) limitation
f electrochemical techniques to identify a partially CO-poisoned
t surface if sufficient Pt sites are regenerated to ensure that the
ydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is equilibrium limited. It is

ikely that after regeneration in a neat H2 stream for a certain period
f time, there are enough unpoisoned Pt sites to obtain equilibrium
2 dissociation due to the high Pt-loadings (20–40 wt% Pt) used

n the conventional anode catalyst layer [11]. Therefore, the com-
lete effect of CO poisoning on the catalyst cannot be observed
lectrochemically. However, the hydrogen surface concentration
easurement performed in this study does not have such a limita-

ion.

. Conclusions

It is known that CO is one of the most harmful impurities for
EMFC performance because of its effect on the hydrogen oxida-
ion reaction (HOR) on the catalyst at the anode. In this study, direct

easurements of the strongly bound hydrogen surface concentra-
ion on Pt/C, used as a typical anode catalyst, exposed to CO and
ater vapor were performed via an H2–D2 switch with an Ar purge

HDSAP technique). Surprisingly, hydrogen surface concentration
esults from the co-adsorption of H2 and H2O on Pt/C showed
hat the total amount of strongly adsorbed surface hydrogen to
e the sum of the exchangeable amount of hydrogen attributed
o each individual species. This additive nature observed for the
trongly bound hydrogen surface concentration associated with H2
nd H2O on Pt/C was consistent regardless of whether in the pres-
nce/absence of CO, which suggests that the adsorption (strong) of
2 and H2O occurs entirely on the Pt and may be due to the induc-

ion of a hydrophobic Pt surface as suggested by surface science
esults.

It was found that the amount of strongly bound hydrogen
dsorbed on the Pt surface decreased with TOS CO exposure at
oth 0% and 10%RH. While the presence of water vapor helped to

ecrease the kinetics of CO adsorption during TOS, it only affected
he steady-state CO surface coverage of Pt (�CO) at most slightly,
s the steady-state �CO values were found to be 0.70 and 0.66 ML
or Pt catalysts exposed to 30 ppm CO at 80 ◦C in the presence of

2 (PH2 = 1 atm) and H2/H2O (PH2 = 1 atm and PH2O = 0.023 atm),

[

[
[
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respectively. These experimental results suggest that the presence
of H2O has little effect on the adsorption on/poisoning of Pt/C by the
CO at steady-state. However, the slower rate of poisoning of Pt/C
by CO, observed in the presence of water, might indicate a decrease
in the rate of diffusion of CO to the Pt surface, due to the conden-
sation of water in the pores. On the other hand, the slower rate of
diffusion of CO away from the Pt surface would not be observed by
the hydrogen surface concentration measurement, as long as the
CO does not re-adsorb on other Pt surfaces.

Reversibility of CO poisoning of the Pt catalyst during regen-
eration in gas containing H2, water, or a combination of H2/H2O
was also investigated. It was found that the kinetics of CO poison-
ing reversibility were significantly faster when the catalyst was
regenerated in a humidified H2 stream than in a dry H2 stream.
This increase in the rate of CO desorption in the presence of water
may be due to electronic interactions between CO and strongly
bound H2O on the Pt surface. Accordingly, greater CO tolerance is
expected for PEMFCs operating at high relative humidity due to a
slower rate of CO poisoning and faster rate of CO desorption during
regeneration (or after removal of CO from the gas stream). After
regeneration, the remaining CO surface coverages on Pt treated in
a H2 stream [H/HC/H] vs. a mixture of both H2/H2O [Hw/HwC/Hw],
after accounting for the extra hydrogen surface concentration due
to adsorbed water, were ca. 0.56 and 0.54 ML, respectively.

The quantitative results of hydrogen surface concentrations on
Pt/C in the presence/absence of water vapor, reported for the first
time in this work, provide an enhanced fundamental understanding
of the individual and combined effects of CO, water vapor, and H2
on the amount of strongly bound hydrogen on a Pt/C catalyst at
typical fuel cell conditions.
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